Abstract-Road detection for inner-city scenarios remains a difficult problem due to the high complexity in scene layout with unmarked or weakly marked roads and poor lighting conditions. This paper introduces a novel method based on multi normalized-histogram with Joint Boosting algorithm to road recognition. The approach performs three modules in parallel that are the Image Segmentation, the Texton Maps and the new one Dispton Maps. The first one applies a combination of pre-filters with Watershed Transform to make the superpixel. The last two perform a dense feature extraction based on 2D texture image and 3D disparity image to get appearance, shape and context information. At last, a discriminative model of road class is learned based on distribution of Textons and Disptons applied in Joint Boosting algorithm. The proposed work reports real experiments carried out in a challenging urban environment utilizing the modern KITTI benchmark for road areas in which meaningful evaluation can be done to illustrate the validity and application of this approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Road recognition is a key for autonomous driving systems, such as path planning, road following, and navigable tasks such as visual servoing and line detection. From the last years, several approaches related to vision-based road detection have been proposed, varying from mono to stereo vision sources. They aim to solve several challenging problems such as the continuously changing backgrounds in different environments, different road types, the presence of different objects and also different imaging conditions. In general, the approaches for road detection using Mono vision are based on color, texture, or the combination of both [1] , [2] , [3] . Despite the rich amount of information present in the color feature, which imposes less physical restrictions by performing the detection according to some similarity, it may fail due to high intra-class variability present in the dynamic nature of the scenes. The texture is scaledependent and is affected by the strong perspective in road image. The V-disparity Map [4] technique is an example of approaches that use 3D information as a source. However, these techniques must deal with different noise sources, such as shadow, road texture, light variations, that become hard to create the disparity map. An alternative to overcome these constraints is to combine 2D and 3D data, enhancing the detection and reducing the drawback of each approach running separately [5] .
This work proposes a novel method for road recognition in inner-city scenarios, merging 2D and 3D information, resulting in a multi normalized-histogram that model the appearance, shape and context using a Joint Boosting algorithm. Differently from others works, this approach create a novel form to represent the 3D information encapsulated on Disptons to compose jointly with the popular Textons, a different set of features, to better represent the road class given by the complex environment. A discriminative model for road class is learned based on the multi normalizedhistogram performed on super-pixel and classified using a Joint Boosting classifier.
II. MULTI HISTOGRAM-BASED JOINT BOOSTING
This section presents a brief understanding of the proposed procedure, as shown in Figure 1 . The Image Segmentation block is inspired by [5] , which performs a combination of pre-filters such as the gradient of the image, the AreaClose and the Hmin, jointly with the Watershed Transform to get the super-pixel.
The Texton Map block implements the Texton method that applies the textonization process based on the extraction of various features to get the texton maps [6] . This process of textonization construct a dictionary of Textons by using an unsupervised classifier. The unsupervised classifier is given by the K-Means algorithm where the Dictionary of Textons t i ∈ D = {t 1 , .., t K } is defined by clusters generated according to the given feature. This work uses the same set of feature's descriptor proposed by [7] . In the same way of the Texton maps, Dispton maps are the outcomes of a technique that builds two additional dictionaries over 3D information from Stereo Vision. It aims at creating meaningful clusters based on Disparity maps (I ∆ ). This technique is called by Disptonization. It encapsulates 3D information provided by the U-Disparity (I u∆ ) and V-Disparity (I v∆ ) in a dictionary of Dispton, taking then the Dispton Maps from I ∆ . The summarized Disptonization algorithm can be seen in Algorithm (1). 
In equation (1) 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm is experimentally validated using the URBAN KITTI-ROAD dataset. The data are categorized in three sets, called UU, UM and UMM, having each one a subset of training and test images. The experiments use the training set in the perspective space to learn the classifier and the metric space to calculate the complete evaluation of this approach, as suggested by [8] .
The learning processes were executed separately for each category. Table I presents the final results merging all these categories. Our approach presents 83.41% of this challenging urban Kitti-Road benchmark, reaching a gain of 7.8% from BL, 15.29% from ANN and 4.66% from SP algorithm. This improvement is significative considering the complex environment where the system is exposed and seen that a small set was used for training, reaching a desired generalization.
Some image samples collected from the test set can be seen in Figure 2 . From the qualitative analysis, it is possible to see that the method proposed can solve the problem imposed by different obstacles such as vehicles, trees and sidewalks. Even with different conditions such as shadow areas and areas with high luminosity provided by the sun, the algorithm can acquire satisfactory approximations for the road area.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The work proposed in this paper provides an approach for road recognition for inner-city scenarios based on the novel method that join a multi normalized-histogram with a Joint Boosting algorithm. The main advantages of the method are: (i) Its independence from prior knowledge of road assumptions; (ii) The integration of stereo vision not only to improve detection precision but also to extend the recognition capability on different urban elements; (iii) Module independency leverages the usage of parallelization and improvement on resources usage.
